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Matthew House + DVXD


Our partners envision a better future. We help create it.

Partners
We are experience design partners to impactful leaders progressing equity, sustainability and health.
About our studio





Wander 
+ Shannon Hunter
Wander is a communally focused resort and a retreat from the pace of everyday life.
See Wander 








Indigo
+ Andrea Limbardi
Thoughtfull is a way to give gifts more meaningfully while supporting local communities.
See Indigo








Willow
+ Logan, Mike, Ray, Arsh
Willow is a real estate investing platform created to bridge the wealth gap.
See Willow








Matthew House
+ Jacky Tuinstra Harrison
Matthew House is an instrumental community and justice-focused refugee shelter and resettlement non-profit.
See Matthew House








Rappler
+ Maria Ressa
Rappler is Southeast Asia's largest digital news platform focused on creating communities of action.
See Rappler






All Projects

Journal
Hiring: Designer, Visual & Motion (Contract)



Hiring: Project Manager (Contract)



Hello, El Segundo: DVXD Expands to Los Angeles





Studio
We are a collective of diverse researchers, designers, and technologists with a shared purpose to co-create common good.
About our studio
"Working with DVXD felt like we had the perfect combination of passion and commitment that an in-house strategy and design team brings combined with the deep expertise and fresh eyes of an external team.”
Andrea LimbardiPresident, Indigo


"DVXD understood the transformative opportunity of our business immediately and have worked in tandem with our team ever since. Our shared values and energy to tackle this problem show in the product, and we are just getting started."
Arsh SinghMarketing Lead, Willow


"DVXD has felt like an extension of our team. They approach our work together with a deep sense of craft while also thinking about the bigger picture of our vision and the careful balance of building a resort rooted in a local community."
Shannon HunterFounder, Wander the Resort
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w-th
"With" is DVXD’s community for hopeful individuals to co-create better futures, together. Through meetups and resources, w-th holds space to create and share inspiring ways to progress.
Follow and join w-th
Let's create together
	Join our team

	Partner with us


Design for shared progress



    Toronto

    37C Mowat Ave

    M6K 3E9
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	hello@dvxd.co
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	careers@dvxd.co
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